
My Dream Bedroom

By Isabella



My Room Dimensions

My room's dimensions will be 10 by 13 by 8 



Wall Color

For my wall color, I will have two walls that are pink, and two walls covered in wallpaper. The 
pink paint I'm using is 1 gal. #P160-5 Pinkadelic Eggshell Enamel Low Odor Interior Paint. It 

costs $27.98. The wallpaper I'm using is SCANDINAVIAN ARROW REMOVABLE WALLPAPER FOR 
KIDS ROOM, WHICH COSTS $10.00.

How much paint I need: 13x8=104  + 10x8= 80  added together = 184 square feet for paint
How much wallpaper I need: 104 + 80 = 184 square feet for wallpaper



Flooring

So next I had to do the flooring for my room, and I chose this wood: Heirloom Pine 8.7 in. W x 
47.6 in. L Luxury Vinyl Plank Flooring. I also knew I had to add a rug

The flooring costs $3.19, per square foot, and the dimensions are 8.7 inches by 47.6 inches and 
I need to figure out how much I need in my room and how much it costs. So the area of my 
room is 130 square feet, and the area of my single flooring tiles is 414.12 square inches.  The 
total cost for flooring is $414.70.

The rug I will get for my room is New Orleans Shag Off White 7 ft. x 7 ft. Square Area Rug it 
costs $241.67 (didn't get a picture because the home depot website was being weird)



Furniture

My bed will be MALM High bed frame/2 storage boxes, black-brown, Queen, which costs 
$224. Because you also need a mattress on a bed, I'm going to get MYRBACKA Memory foam 
mattress, which costs $499. I also need bedding, and I found KIRSKÅL Comforter set, 7-pieces, 
white, gray, Queen, which costs $79.99, then I also got two LAPPTÅTEL Pillow, high, Standard, 
which cost $2.49, then I also wanted some decorative pillows, so I got Mermaid Sequins Throw 
Pillow Pink/White - Lush Décor, which cost $16.79, and 20"x20" Ombre Decorative Throw Pillow 
– SureFit, which cost $24.99.



Furniture

In my room I will also add a desk, and I will use MICKE Desk, white, 41 3/8x19 5/8 " it costs 
$79.00. I'm also going to add a chair at my desk, Soho Tufted Swivel Desk Chair – Safavieh, 
which costs $253.59. I will also put a dresser in my room to organize all my 
clothes. KOPPANG5-drawer chest, black-brown, 35 3/8x44 7/8 ". It costs $149. I will also put 
some storage bins in my room because I have a lot of junk and it takes up a lot of space. For 
storage bins I'll use Storage Bin Floral Pattern Blue - Threshold™ it only comes with one but I 
need 4 so I have to buy multiple. To buy 4 it costs $43.96. I will also need a shelve to put the 
bins in so I'll use 34" Loring 4 Cube Bookcase - Project 62™. It costs $129.99.



Furniture

Because who doesn't want a tv in their room, I will also add a tv to my room. The tv I chose 
was LG 24" Class 720p 60Hz LED HDTV – 24LF454B, which costs $109.99. So I don't have to 
spend extra money on a tv stand, I will mount the tv on the wall with Sanus Fixed TV Wall 
Mount for 22-50" TV'S - Black (AML2), which costs $39.99. I also want to put a beanbag chair 
in my room so I can have a space to chill. The beanbag chair I will get is Sensory-Friendly 
Water-Resistant Cocoon Seat with Machine-Washable Cover - Pillowfort™, which costs 
$74.99. 



Lighting

So for my lighting, I will get a ceiling fan, a desk lamp, and a set of string lights. The fan I would 
get is 46" Hatherton Ceiling Fan with Light - Hunter Fan, which costs $119.99. The lamp I'm using 
is LANTLIG LED work lamp, gray, which costs $39.99.  For string lights I got 3 kinds because I'm 
just that type of person: Clear Globe Lights White - Room Essentials™, which costs $9.99, LED 
Globe Fairy String Lights - Opalhouse™,  which cost $13, and these cute little Fairy LED 
Rainbow String Lights White - Room Essentials™, which cost $5.99. I don't need to worry about 
getting light bulbs for my fan because it already comes with it. I will also put natural light in my 
room because there will be a window.



Wall Decorations

In my room I will put a lot of posters on the walls, as well as a bulletin board where I will put 
pictures and notes and quotes I like and things. The bulletin board I'll use is SVENSÅS Memo 
board with pins, cork dark brown, 13 ¾x23 ½, which costs $9.99. Here are all the posters I'd 
get: Lisa Argyropoulos Lavender Peonies Art Print 8" x 10" - Deny Designs, $16.00, Bree 
Madden Fading Sea Art Print $20.00, HARRY POTTER - HOGWARTS ILLUSTRATED $10.99, 18"x24" 
Lisa Argyropoulos Happy Vibes Blushly Unframed Wall Poster Print Pink - Deny Designs 
$19.00, Wonder Forest Folky Forest Monogram Letter Art Print Unframed Wall Poster Gray - 
Deny Designs $16.00, Iveta Abolina Emmaline Art Print Unframed Wall Poster Green - Deny 
Designs $16.00.



Extra Decorations

I also have a couple of other decorations to put in my room. So I thought I would get Taylor 
Swift - Lover (Target Exclusive, Vinyl - 2-Disc Color Set), because it's just cool, and it would 
make a pretty cool decoration actually. I also wanted Harry Potter Erised Mirror Gold, 
because if you didn't know, I'm a Harry Potter fan, and I could always use a mirror in my room. 
The mirror costs $29.99.  Also I forgot to write this, but the record is $24.99.  I also want Metallic 
Star Confetti, because it would be kind of cool if I could stick them on the roof of the room.



Itemized Chart

Here's the link to the google doc with everything on it:

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1a_SzNS-ersy77DI7vJ5eBwF1rlt6SeQhKFFLqiibmkg/edit

https://www.google.com/url?q=https://docs.google.com/document/d/1a_SzNS-ersy77DI7vJ5eBwF1rlt6SeQhKFFLqiibmkg/edit&sa=D&ust=1589311191526000&usg=AFQjCNGcpXFL5bF39tPdxHK1M_O8vsMsyA

